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To see, as the astronaut does, 
the body of the earth 
lying whole and resplendent 
in its swathes and veils; to hold
the oceans and the forests in your gaze,
measuring their hue,
meaning density and depth,
here jotting in a whale, and here a bear;
to imagine the paths 
currents forge around the earth,
persuasions exerted by cold on warm water, 
and the similar antipathies
of saline and fresh;
to picture the magnetic fields surrounding the earth
as so many arrows in a flower of arcs;
the troposphere and stratosphere 
like a child’s drawing of the sky in broad bands, 
horizontal strokes for stratospheric winds
and swirly ones for tropospheric weather;
all things on earth accounted for
and all in their place;
but no sooner is the picture drawn
then the child wonders 
how to change it.
*
The common koel with its dragon voice
tears across the sky, 
having laid its lie
in a pretty nest to hatch. The chick
executes her parents’ plan,
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Lago Nicaraguense
Like tourist talk at the Quay
the Carnival is rum and superficial cheer.
Americans with camcorders stand back
to let the flamenco dancers pass:
local girls hyacinthed like beauty queens,
their skirts bright as Florida wallpaper,
and the Germans pick through rattan baskets
for Chiclets and Elephant cigarettes. 
The local men stand back and smoke.
I know one of them, an old Cuban  
who plays saxophone at the steakhouses with his son. 
He nods at me as I pass.
He is drunk but mostly happy,
hates Castro, will never go home.
The women’s bangles are colorblocked Kodachrome. 
Their red and white skirts pinwheel
faster and faster in the afternoon sun
as the local priest picks through for offerings.
Even his cassock tassles seem gaudy
though across the street is shanty poverty
where candy-coloured bars and colonial yellow
giving way to dirt road and tarp.
Violeta stares from her pedastal in the Parque.
I follow the procession to the lake
where papier-mache skeletons rise overhead
and a costumed girl wades shoeless at the water’s edge,
looking out to Concepción.
The islands drift off under the volcano’s shadow
and the day pours out like Flor de Caña,
blocks of ice in a thick blue glass. 
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